Information or Deception? Recent Regulatory Efforts to
Help Consumers Identify Advertising in the Digital World
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I.

Introduction

Building upon its previous initiatives to “help ensure
that consumers can identify advertisements wherever
they appear,” the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently announced it would be conducting a workshop in
December 2013 to explore “native advertising” (defined
as “the practice of blending advertisements with news,
entertainment, and other content in digital media”) and
the boundaries between digital advertising and digital
content.1 The following week, the New York Attorney
General’s Office issued a press release stating that, following a year-long sting operation, it had entered into
“Assurances of Discontinuance” with nineteen search
engine optimization companies and small businesses
which it found had engaged in “astroturfing” by posting
and soliciting false third-party reviews on sites like Yelp
and Citysearch.2
Two weeks, two major developments in online
advertising policy and policing. One of these actions
focused on propriety in a site’s own advertising and the
other on acceptable use of third-party social media. Each
action was taken with an eye to preserving honesty in the
increasingly complex world of online content. This article
reviews these and other recent steps taken by government and industry authorities to clarify the lines between
advertising and other content on the Internet and the
impetus and authority for their actions.

II.

The FTC

The FTC has emphasized repeatedly that truthfulness, substantiation, and fairness govern advertising
practices in the online realm as well as in traditional media.3 The FTC is guided in these principles and is authorized to act by the FTC Act which, in section 5, prohibits
‘‘unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.’’4 In its .com Disclosures, published in March 2013
to ensure “effective disclosures in online advertising,”
the FTC affirmed that basic ad principles apply online.
Specifically: “(1) Advertising must be truthful and not
misleading; (2) Advertisers must have evidence to back
up their claims (‘substantiation’); and (3) Advertisements
cannot be unfair.”5
The .com Disclosures highlighted the breadth of the
FTC’s authority and its relevance to the Internet. Its interest in native advertising indicates it is taking that role
seriously.6 Although the FTC has not indicated whether
it will be developing any new formal guidelines, it is
actively seeking commentary and information on vari-
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ous aspects of native advertising. The points on which it
compiled research and recommendations for its December 4, 2013 workshop included: (1) the purpose of native
advertising; (2) its use in mobile applications; (3) monetization of native content; and (4) consumer perception
research related to native advertising.7 No legislation appears imminent, but the agency’s interest in these topics
has begun to prompt increased scrutiny of the mechanics
and perception of native advertising as such advertising
increases in prominence and popularity.8

III.

The NAD

Commentators have linked the FTC’s interest in native advertising to that of the National Advertising Division (NAD) of the Better Business Bureau, another major
player in advertising regulation.9 While the NAD most
frequently oversees challenges brought by one advertiser
against another (on grounds similar to those outlawed by
the FTC Act—misrepresentation, lack of substantiation,
and unfairness),10 it also can institute challenges on its
own. It usually does so when it identifies particularly bad
actors or when it wishes to highlight and provide guidance on a particular issue.11
The NAD recently acted on its own initiative in examining the scope of advertiser Qualcomm’s disclosure obligations with respect to a series of posts it sponsored on
Mashable.com. Mashable, a news and content aggregator,
had been engaged to select, gather, and post preexisting
articles on technology in a series titled “What’s Inside?”
intended to aid promotion of Qualcomm’s Snapdragon
microprocessors. These posts were initially labeled as
sponsored content but were kept on Mashable after the
fixed sponsorship period, with the “sponsor” label removed (and without the Snapdragon advertising that had
accompanied the sponsored page).12
In discussing its general concern with native advertising and teasing out particular issues raised by the Qualcomm-backed articles, the NAD’s decision harked back to
the basic principles promulgated by the FTC:
It is a well-accepted principle that advertising
must identify itself as such—in a 1968 Advisory Opinion, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) reminded advertisers that
a sponsored news column that “uses the
format and has the general appearance of
a news feature and/or article for public
information which purports to give an
independent, impartial and unbiased
19

view…[must] clearly and conspicuously
disclose that it is an advertisement.”13
After examining this set of “sponsored” articles, the
NAD found that Qualcomm and Mashable had made
it sufficiently clear that the Qualcomm posts, which
explored the technology behind products other than
Snapdragon, were connected with a sponsor. Although
the “What’s Inside” articles remained on Mashable even
after Qualcomm’s sponsorship period expired with the
original “Sponsored Content” label removed, the NAD
found that this did not create any potential for deception.
When the sponsor’s advertising and promotional intent
were stripped away, the articles went back to being neutral, news-based content.14 The NAD’s analysis illustrates
how, in the online environment, the same piece of content may be deceptive in one context or at one time and
innocuous at another.

IV.

The New York Attorney General

The New York astroturfing settlements represent
an increase in online enforcement in relation to another
problem that predates the Internet, and they are also
based on general, well-codified principles of honesty
in advertising. “Astroturfing” refers broadly to faux
grass-roots efforts, from reviews to lobbying.15 The FTC
also targeted such activity in 2010 in connection with
increased interest in online disclosures and with enforcement of the Endorsements and Testimonials Guides promulgated in 2009.16 In addition to the practices targeted by
the New York Attorney General during “Operation Clean
Turf” (as the year-long investigation that led to the recent
settlements was called), false review campaigns have
been organized on Amazon.com and numerous other
online forums.17
Operation Clean Turf, however, was apparently born
of concern over evidence that a wave of false posts was
(and is) overwhelming sites like Yelp on which consumers rely.18 The attorney general’s office targeted astroturfers by posing as a Brooklyn yogurt shop and contacting
search engine optimization (“SEO”) companies to request
assistance in counteracting negative ratings on consumer
review sites. Representatives of multiple SEO companies
offered to post false reviews on Yelp, Citysearch, and
other sites. In the course of its investigation, the Attorney
General found that false reviews (posted, among others,
by employees or “freelancers”) had been used to boost
the ratings of businesses ranging from laser hair removal
clinics to the adult club Scores to coach buses.19
The Attorney General’s investigation and actions
were authorized by New York General Business Law
§§ 349 and 350, which prohibit, respectively, deceptive
business practices and false advertising. New York’s
consumer protection law empowers the Attorney General to enforce these laws in the public interest.20 The
state’s actions reflect its determination that these false
20

posts pose a threat to consumers. Astroturfing has been
common—both online and offline—for several decades,
but the Attorney General seems to have been prompted to
act by a study (cited in the press release on the astroturfing settlements) indicating that consumers rely heavily on
online reviews and that by 2014, “between 10% and 15%
of social media reviews will be fake.”21
As Attorney General Schneiderman explained, “This
investigation into large-scale, intentional deceit across the
Internet tells us that we should approach online reviews
with caution. And companies that continue to engage in
these practices should take note: ‘Astroturfing’ is the 21st
century’s version of false advertising, and prosecutors
have many tools at their disposal to put an end to it.”22

V.

Why Enforce? Common Concerns

The actions discussed above reflect increased concern
on the part of agencies and regulatory bodies over the implications for consumer protection of longtime deceptive
practices being implemented online. In particular, these
enforcement efforts reflect concern over the ease with
which advertisers can present themselves online as something other than what they are—and over the ways in
which this ambiguity hinders the ability of consumers to
effectively make purchasing decisions. This concern with
advertiser self-presentation predates the Internet,23 but it
has become especially pressing in light of the opportunities online interactions present for individual or corporate
actors to obscure their identities (whether intentionally
or not). It is one thing for an individual to “catfish”24
someone and another thing for a corporation to hide its
involvement in online content. The latter opens up special
and unique opportunities for “unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in or affecting commerce.”
New York, federal, and industry authorities all have
expressed concern over the extent to which and how
consumers are swayed by online content. The New York
Attorney General’s Operation Clean Turf press release, for
example, noted that “90% of consumers say that online
reviews influence their buying decisions.”25 False reviews
are obvious lies; these harmful untruths, however, are not
properly addressed by private plaintiffs under the New
York consumer protection statute empowering private
suits because such suits require a showing of injury.26
While dissatisfaction may result from obtaining goods
or services from a business with falsely inflated reviews,
mere deception does not establish injury under N.Y. Gen.
Bus. Law § 349.27 The Attorney General evidently concluded that the harm of companies’ false reviewing practices warranted action on behalf of consumers who lacked
the means to protect themselves adequately against such
direct deception. As the Attorney General’s action reflects,
the harm inheres not in any single fake review but in the
overall weakening of consumers’ ability to trust online
sources of information.
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Deception is less obvious in the context of native
advertising and sponsored content, where the information contained in a given post or article may technically
be truthful. In these areas, online advertising has added
new dimensions to traditional issues like consumer perception and claim substantiation. As the NAD noted, for
example, in discussing the challenges of online content,
deception may relate to a consumer’s desire to have a
full picture of a given piece of information as well as to
the pure content of an advertisement. “Even when the
advertiser’s commercial interest does not change the
information presented,” the NAD stated in its Qualcomm
decision, “a consumer may be interested in knowing who
created the content and the reason it was created as such
information may shape consumers’ views of and interest in the content.”28 These new dimensions raise broad
concerns—not just whether a single purchasing decision
is swayed by a false advertisement (the way it would be,
for example, by a literally false claim about a product’s
performance), but whether consumers generally can trust
information available online.
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VI. Outlook/Takeaways
Agencies appear to be attempting to combat the
vagaries of online advertising and content by solidifying the boundaries and increasing the space between
acceptable and unacceptable advertising behavior. As
regulatory bodies continue to probe the fabric of online
information-sharing, it is essential to keep in mind, as
the NAD’s Qualcomm decision did, the basic principle
of consumer perception. While the information shared
at the FTC’s December workshop will surely guide the
conversation surrounding online advertising, advertisers
and content providers continue to draw lines and address
issues of online honesty independently. Yelp, for example, has been known to use contract law to pursue parties
who persistently and obviously engage in astroturfing.29
Although this article covers only two areas with potential
for online deception, the principles the FTC, NAD, and
state apply to reviews, sponsored articles, and endorsements are just as relevant to other types of advertising
content, from “prankvertising” and stunt ads to content
distributed through more informal channels like Twitter
and Vine.
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